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Abstract
Flamelet-based tabulated chemistry methods have initially been developed to introduce detailed chemistry in
gaseous flames with a reasonable computational cost. Although being attractive, their performance to predict the
complex structure of spray flames presenting both premixed-like and diffusion-like reactive layers has never been
rigorously identified. A new technique called Partially-Premixed Flamelet tabulation (2PTF) is proposed in this
paper to tackle the chemical structure of spray flames. In the 2PTF method, information from partially-premixed
flames are stored into a 3-D look-up table parametrized as function of the progress variable Yc, of the mixture frac-
tion Yz , and of the scalar dissipation χ∗. The 2PTF results are compared to different tabulated chemistry strategies
are here considered: the PFT method, based on premixed flamelets, and the DFT approach, based on diffusion
flame elements.
The three techniques have initially been tested on1-D laminar axisymmetric counterflow kerosene/air gaseous
flames and then on laminar counterflow spray flames over a wide range of conditions (injection droplet size, ve-
locity and equivalence ratio). For all considered situations, the result analysis shows that 2-D (Yc,Yz) chemical
tables (PFT and DFT) are not able to model spray combustion. The new 3-D chemical look-up table constructed
from 2PTF methodology accurately captures the flame structure for all studied cases. It clearly demonstrates that
a gaseous flamelet library works in spray combustion on the condition that the chemical table has the adequate
number of dimension.

1. Introduction
The complete comprehension of spray combustion, necessary to guarantee security and to reduce pollutant

emissions in aircraft combustions and internal combustion engines, is an active research topic [1]. Spray com-
bustion is generally characterized by liquid dispersion into droplets and evaporation, which causes strong inho-
mogeneities of equivalence ratio in the fresh gases and the flame front. As a consequence, the chemical structure
of spray flames presents both premixed-like and diffusion-like reactive layers [2, 3] and the numerical prediction
of phenomena sensitive to detailed chemistry, such as the pollutant predictions or the flame propagation, is very
challenging.
Flamelet-based tabulated chemistry methods have initially been developed to introduce detailed chemistry in
gaseous flames but, although being attractive, their performances have never been completely investigated for spray
combustion. Tabulated chemistry methods assume that the turbulent flame structure is similar to those of flamelet
elements based on a single burning regime. For instance, Premixed Flamelet Tabulation (PFT) methods are based
on fully-premixed laminar flamelets [4, 5], whereas the Diffusion Flamelet Tabulation (DFT) techniques rely on
laminar diffusion flamelets [6, 7]. Only recently, multi-regime flamelet methods have been proposed to model the
structure of complex flames where both premixed-like and diffusion-like reactive layers are present [8, 9, 10, 11].
Hollmann and Gutheil [12] observed that a laminar gas library based on a single combustion regime cannot cor-
rectly reproduce the structure of a spray flame since premixed-like, partially premixed-like or diffusion-like fea-
tures could be found depending on the boundary conditions. To capture these complex regimes, they proposed a
tabulated chemistry method directly based on spray flamelets. This strategy is consistent but requires a very high
dimensional library as all physical spray parameters have to be varied (droplet diameter, liquid volume fraction,
liquid injection velocity,..). A more efficient solution would be to tabulate only the chemical subspace effectively
accessed by spray combustion. A possible strategy would be therefore to identify this subspace from gaseous flame
elements as in [4, 5, 10, 13]. This point has been already observed by Baba and Kurose [14] who mentioned the
needing of a combustion model for partially premixed flames to guarantee the prediction accuracy of spray jet
flames.
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The present article discusses the chemical structure modeling of spray flames using tabulated chemistry meth-
ods by assuming that the chemical subspace effectively covered by spray combustion can be covered by a collection
of gaseous flamelets. Three tabulated chemistry strategies are introduced in Section 2. The PFT method, based on
premixed flamelets, the DFT approach, based on diffusion flame elements, and a new technique called Partially-
Premixed Tabulated Flamelet tabulation (2PTF). The 2PTF method, based on the tabulation of partially-premixed
flamelets, is proposed to tackle complex chemical structure presenting both premixed-like and diffusion-like reac-
tive layers. The performances of this tabulated chemistry strategy is initially tested on gaseous partially-premixed
flames in Section 3 and compared to those of the classical PFT and DFT techniques. In Section 4 the investigated
spray configuration, a 1-D axisymmetric conterflow spray flame, is described. All tabulation techniques are then
tested in Section 5 on the spray configuration with an a priori analysis. As the structure of spray flames is highly
sensitive to the boundary conditions, the performances of tabulated chemistry methods for spray combustion are
finally assessed for different injection velocities, droplet diameters and overall equivalence ratio.

2. Chemistry tabulation from gaseous flamelets
Predicting the flame structure and the pollutant formation of spray combustion requires careful description and

comprehension of the chemical phenomena. Tabulated chemistry is a popular technique to account for detailed
chemical effects with a reasonable computational cost [15]. Among the different strategies to generate chemical
look-up tables, some of them are based on physical considerations like the PFT or the DFT methods. These
approaches assume that the composition space accessed by a turbulent flame is determined by a reduced set of
variables such as the progress variable Yc, evolving monotonically between fresh and burnt gases [16]:

YC = YCO + YCO2
(1)

and the mixture fraction Yz , representing the local mixture equivalence ratio:

Yz =

Nspec∑
k=1

nCk
YkWC

Wk
, (2)

where WC is the element weight of carbon, Wk and nCk are the molar weight and the number of carbon atoms for
the kth species, respectively.

2.1 The PFT methods
PFT methods, such as FPI (Flame prolongation of ILDM [4]) or FGM (Flamelet Generated Manifold [5]),

assume that the chemical subspace accessed by a flame can be mapped by a collection of 1-D gaseous laminar
premixed flames computed using detailed chemistry for various equivalence ratios φL < φ < φR within the
flammability limits. Any thermo-chemical quantity ϕ is then stored in a 2-D look-up table:

ϕ = ϕPFT [Yc, Yz], (3)

where ϕPFT is obtained from laminar premixed flamelets. The rich φR (lean φL) flammability limit is defined as
the maximal (minimal) possible value of the equivalence ratio of a premixed flame. Above (below) that point, a
freely-propagating premixed planar laminar flame will extinguish.

2.2 The DFT methods
In the DFT method, such as the flamelet model [6] or the FPV (Flamelet/Progress Variable) model [7]. any

thermo-chemical quantity ϕ is obtained from a look-up table built from gaseous strained diffusion flames for
different values of the strain rate 0 < a < aext, where aext is the extinction limit:

ϕ = ϕDFT [Yc, Yz]. (4)

Both PFT and DFT methods assume a single burning regime and that the chemical structure of flames evolves in
a 2-D (Yc,Yz) subspace. However, as demonstrated in [10, 13], for partially-premixed flames the effective dimen-
sion of the composition space accessed by the chemical trajectories is higher. In such situations, supplementary
coordinates such as the scalar dissipation rate for the mixture fraction and/or for the progress variable should be
added.
An enhanced tabulated chemistry method called 2PTF is proposed in next section to increase the range of validity
of the model. As suggested by [10], a coordinate related to the mixture fraction scalar dissipation rate is added
to the chemical look-up table in order to tackle complex chemical structure presenting both premixed-like and
diffusion-like reactive layers.
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Figure 1. Mixture fraction Yz and
progress variable Yc as a function
of the axial position in the gaseous
flame.

Figure 2. The production rate of
the progress variable ω̇Yc

obtained
with the detailed mechanism for
the gaseous flame.

Figure 3. The production rate ω̇Yc

of the gaseous flame obtained with
the detailed chemistry is compared
to the a priori profiles for three tab-
ulated mechanisms.

2.3 The Partially-Premixed Tabulated Flamelet method
In the 2PTF method, it is assumed that the chemical flame structure of a complex flame is mapped by a

collection of 1-D gaseous partially-premixed counterflow flamelets characterized by an injection of pure air against
a fuel/air mixture at equivalence ratio φf for a given value of strain rate a. The table is then built by varying the
fuel/air stream equivalence ratio between φf = φfL and φf = +∞, where φfL is the smallest value of the fuel/air
stream equivalence ratio for which the counterflow flame is stabilized, and solving the flamelet for different values
of the strain rate 0 < a < aext.
The limit of the 2PTF table tends towards PFT and DFT tables respectively. Indeed when φf = +∞ and 0 < a <
aext the table is filled by diffusion flamelets as in DFT. At the opposite when a = 0 and φL < φf < φR the table is
filled with unstrained laminar premixed flames as in PFT. The 2PTF method is then based on different archetypal
flamelets to map the subspace accessed by both premixed and non-premixed flames. This subspace is identified by
three parameters: the progress variable Yc, the mixture fraction Yz and the scalar dissipation rate χ∗ of Yz:

χ∗ = ρ0D0|∇Yz|2, (5)

where ρ0 and D0 are a reference density and diffusion coefficient, respectively. For each point (Yc,Yz ,χ∗) covered
by the database there is only one corresponding flamelet and any thermo-chemical quantity ϕ is then obtained from
the 3-D look-up table:

ϕ = ϕ2PTF [Yc, Yz, χ
∗]. (6)

3. Modeling the chemical structure of gaseous partially premixed combustion
The performances of the three tabulation methods have been initially evaluated on gaseous partially-premixed

kerosene/air flames. In the following, all spray and gaseous flames have been simulated with the REGATH-
counterflow code [17, 18] using a detailed mechanism comprising Nspec = 74 species and Nreac = 991 reactions
[19]. To simplify the calculation, kerosene is represented by the C10H22 species and unity Lewis number is as-
sumed for all species.
The PFT table is built from a collection of adiabatic gaseous premixed flames for φL < φ < φR whereas the
DFT table is based on adiabatic gaseous diffusion flames for different values of the injection velocity comprised
between 0.2 m/s and 10 m/s. The 2PTF table is composed by a collection of adiabatic gaseous counterflow
flames for 1.6 < φf < +∞ (0.1 < Y f

C10H22 < 1.00) and for different values of the injection velocity within the
extinction limit. The injection temperature of fresh gases is equal to T = 400 K in all flamelets.
As example, the performances of the three tabulated methods are evaluated on a gaseous partially-premixed
kerosene/air flame. Pure air is injected on the left side (identified by superscript ox) at x = −1 cm against a
fuel/air stream φf = 4.45 injected on the right side (superscript f ) at x = 1 cm . The injection velocity and
temperature are the same for both sides, i.e. vf = vox = 0.2 m/s and T f = T ox = 400 K respectively. The
mixture fraction Yz is maximum near the fuel/air mixture injection (x > 0.5 cm) and decreases to zero near the
pure air injection (x < −0.5 cm), whereas the progress variable YC identifies the reaction zone (Fig. 1). The
chemical source term, i.e. the production rate of the progress variable ω̇Yc

(in kg/m3/s) obtained with the detailed
mechanism presents two peaks (Fig. 2). A first reaction region is found for 0 < x < 0.2 cm, where the injected
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mixture burns in a premixed-like regime, and a second reaction zone at x ≈ 0.1 cm where products recombine
with pure air coming from the left side.

3.1 A priori test
The behavior of the tabulated mechanisms is evaluated with an a priori analysis comparing the tabulated quan-

tities to the reference solution obtained with the detailed scheme. For each point of the detailed mechanism solu-
tion, the values of progress variable Yc, mixture fraction Yz and χ∗ are evaluated using Eqs. (1)-(2) and (5). The
tabulated chemical source terms are then extracted from the PFT, DFT and 2PTF look-up tables: ω̇PFT

Yc
[Yc, Yz],

ω̇DFT
Yc

[Yc, Yz] and ω̇2PTF
Yc

[Yc, Yz, χ
∗] respectively. The tabulated chemical source term are compared to the refer-

ence ω̇Yc
obtained with the detailed chemistry in Fig. 3 (PFT-dotted gray line, DFT-gray cross symbols, 2PTF-black

dotted symbols). The PFT method correctly predicts ω̇Yc in the first premixed-like reaction zone, whereas the DFT
method globally overestimates it. Only the 2PTF method correctly reproduces the whole reaction zone by covering
both premixed-like, partially-premixed-like and diffusion-like regimes.

3.2 A posteriori test
The performances of the tabulated mechanisms are now evaluated in a posteriori way. The counterflow gaseous

flames are now solved using the classical tabulation technique [4, 5]. The species conservation equations:

ρv
∂Yk
∂x

= − ∂

∂x
(ρYkVkx) +WkΩ̇k for k = 1, .., Nspec (7)

with ρ the mixture density, v the axial velocity, Vkx the diffusion velocity in the axial direction, Ω̇k = ω̇k/Wk the
molar chemical production rate, are replaced by a conservation equation for Yz and Yc:

ρv
∂Yz
∂x

= − ∂

∂x
(ρYzVYzx) (8)

ρv
∂Yc
∂x

= − ∂

∂x
(ρYcVYcx) +WYc

Ω̇Yc
, (9)

where the chemical source term ω̇Yc = WYcΩ̇Yc is either closed from the PFT, DFT and 2PTF look-up table:
˙ωYc

PFT , ˙ωYc

DFT and ˙ωYc

2PTF respectively. The quantity χ∗ is calculated from the solved Yz profile.
The profiles obtained after the calculation (namely the a posteriori results) are compared to the solution of the
detailed mechanism in Fig. 4. The three tabulated techniques locate the flame in the same zone than the detailed
mechanism mainly because the position is imposed by the flow (cfr. the mixture fraction Yz and the progress
variable Yc in Fig. 4a.). The a posteriori production rates ω̇Yc (Fig. 4b.) are different than the a priori estimation
(Fig. 3), but the behavior of the three tabulated methods are qualitatively the same. Discrepancies are evident when
looking at the intermediate species profiles, such as CO (Fig. 4c.). Globally, only the 2PTF method is also able
to predict the concentrations of intermediates, whereas both the PFT and the DFT formalisms are not adequate
to describe the chemical structure of gaseous partially-premixed flames [20]. Therefore a multi-regime flamelet
method such as 2PTF is expected to better predict the complex structure of spray flames compared to a tabulation
method based on a single burning regime such as PFT or DFT. The performances of the tabulated techniques are
evaluated in the following for spray flames using the a priori analysis which has been shown to be a significant
estimation of the method’s behavior.

a) b) c)

Figure 4. A posteriori a) mixture fraction and progress variable, b) production rate of the progress variable ω̇Yc

and c) CO profiles for the gaseous flame.
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4. Modeling the chemical structure of spray flames
In the following, an axisymmetric mono-disperse counterflow spray flame is considered [21]. Pure fresh air

is injected on the left side whereas liquid fuel (spray) and pure air are injected on the right side. The gas and liquid
phases at the right injection are characterized by the same temperature T f

g = T f
l and axial velocity vfg = vfl ,

where subscripts g and l denote the gaseous and the liquid phase respectively. The same value of temperature and
axial velocity are imposed at both injection sides: T ox

g = T f
g and voxg = vfg . Through a similarity analysis [22],

it could be shown that on the jet axis the mass fraction of the k th species Yk only depends on the axial coordinate
x as well as the density ρg , ρl, the axial velocity vg , vl and the temperature Tg , Tl for both gas and liquid phases.
The radial velocities depend also on the radial coordinate r: ug = rUg(x) and ul = rUl(x).

Governing equations

Assuming a constant pressure gradient in the radial direction
1

r

∂p

∂r
= −J , the gas phase flow is then described

by the following balance equations for mass, radial and axial momentum, energy and species [21]:

2ρgUg +
∂ρgvg
∂x

= nlṁl, (10)

ρgU
2
g + ρgvg

∂Ug

∂x
=

∂

∂x

(
µg
∂Ug

∂x

)
+ J + nlṁl(Ul − Ug)− nl

fr
r
, (11)

ρgvgcpg

∂Tg
∂x

=
∂

∂x

(
λg
∂Tg
∂x

)
−

K∑
k=1

hkWkΩ̇k −

(
K∑

k=1

ρgYkVkxcpgk

)
∂Tg
∂x

+ nlṁlcpgF
(Tl − Tg)− nlṁlq,

(12)

ρgvg
∂Yk
∂x

= − ∂

∂x
(ρgYkVkx) +WkΩ̇k + (δkF − Yk)nlṁl, (13)

where nl is the droplet number density, ṁl is the mass vaporization rate of a single droplet, µg is the mixture
viscosity, fi is the ith component of the drag force, cpgk

and cpg
are the heat capacity at local constant pressure

of species k and of the mixture respectively, q is the heat transferred from the gas to each droplet and δkF is the
Dirac’s delta equal to one only for k = F (where subscript F is the index for fuel species), hk is the molar chemical
production rate of the kth species respectively. The system of equations is completed by imposing a constant radial

pressure-gradient in the axial direction
dJ

dx
= 0.

The liquid phase flow is obtained solving the following conservation equations [21]:

vl
∂ml

∂x
= −ṁl, (14)

mlU
2
l +mlvl

∂Ul

∂x
=
fr
r
, (15)

mlvl
∂vl
∂x

= fx, (16)

mlcpl
vl
∂Tl
∂x

= ṁl(q − L), (17)

2nlUl +
∂nlvl
∂x

= 0, (18)

where ml =
4

3
πR3

l ρq is the mass of a single droplet (with Rl the droplet radius and ρq the liquid specific mass), L
is the latent heat of evaporation and cpl

is the constant pressure heat capacity of the liquid species. The system of

equations is completed by assuming a constant radial pressure-gradient in the axial direction
dJ

dx
= 0. The mass

vaporization rate of a single droplet ṁl and the heat transferred from the gas to each droplet q are modeled by the
expression for a spherically symmetric single-component droplet obtained from the film temperature model [23,
24].

5. Results on spray flames
The structure of a counterflow spray flame strongly depends on the gaseous flow properties as well as the

characteristics of the spray, such as the droplet diameter Dl, the liquid temperature Tl and the liquid volume
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Figure 5. The evaporation source term
nlṁl and the gaseous temperature as
a function of the axial position in the
reference spray flame.
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Figure 6. Species profiles as a
function of the axial position in the
reference spray flame.

Figure 7. A priori production rate
of the progress variable ω̇Yc

for the
reference spray flame.

fraction αl = 4/3πnl (Dl/2)
3
. The capability of the 2PTF tabulation method to capture the structure of a kerosene

spray flame is here investigated for different injection conditions. The injection conditions for the reference spray
flame are fixed Df

l = 40 µm, αf
l = 3.4 10−3, nl = 1.0 10+10,vfg = vfl = 0.20 m/s and T f

g = T f
l = 400 K.

The liquid kerosene injected from the right side evaporates due to the evaporation source term nlṁl (Fig. 5). Near
the flame front, the gas temperature increases due to the thermal conductivity and, consequently, the source term
nlṁl presents a peak (x ≈ 0.4 cm). The high temperature region (−0.4 cm < x < 0.4 cm) is characterized
by the presence of intermediate species and products (Fig. 6). The production rate of the progress variable ω̇Yc

of
the reference spray counterflow flame obtained with the detailed scheme is plotted in Fig. 7 in continuous line. At
each point, the quantity ω̇Yc

is now extracted from PFT, DFT and 2PTF look-up tables for the corresponding Yc,
Yz (and χ∗ for the 2PTF method) values to compare in a priori way the three tabulation methods with the reference
detailed chemistry spray flame. A first premixed region is found in the zone near the evaporation where a very
rich mixture is obtained due to evaporation (0.1 cm < x < 0.2 cm). As expected from results on gaseous flames,
the DFT method overestimates ω̇Yc

in this zone whereas the PFT method seems to offer more accurate results. A
second zone could be observed for−0.25 cm < x < −0.1 cm where intermediate species and products are mixed
and recombined with the fresh air coming from the left injection. In this region, both the DFT and the PFT method
are not adequate to describe this zone. The 2PTF methodology is able to accurately describe the production rate in
the whole reaction region characterized by both diffusion and premixed combustion regimes.

5.1 Parametric analysis
The capability of the 2PTF tabulation method to correctly describe the flame structure of a spray flame is

evaluated for different boundary conditions.
First of all, the droplet diameter is increased to Df

l = 140 µm keeping constant the liquid volume fraction at
injection by decreasing the density droplet number nl = 0.23 10+9. Since the droplets are bigger, evaporation is
initially slower and the kerosene remains mainly in liquid phase before reaching the flame front where it evaporates
(Fig. 8). Then, the maximum value of gaseous kerosene mass fraction is located in the flame (Fig. 9) and is smaller
compared to the reference case (Y max

C10H22 ≈ 0.12 for Df
l = 140 µm and Y max

C10H22 ≈ 0.21 for Df
l = 40 µm).

The flame presents mainly one partially premixing-like reaction zone (Fig. 10). Neither the PFT method nor the
DFT technique are able to reproduce ω̇Yc

. On the contrary, the 2PTF methodology fairly agrees with the reference
solution.
The impact of the liquid volume fraction αf

l on the flame structure and the performances of tabulation methods
is also investigated. The liquid volume fraction αf

l is decreased to αf
l = 1.6 10−3 keeping constant the droplet

diameter, which means that the overall equivalence ratio is reduced. Evaporation is mainly localized before the
flame front (Fig. 11) as confirmed by the position of the maximum value of gaseous kerosene (Fig. 12). The flame
presents the two reaction zones identified in the reference case even if the recombination region is characterized
by a smaller ω̇Yc

compared to the reference case (Fig. 13). Once again, the 2PTF method correctly captures the
different flame structures.
Finally, the injection velocity is increased to vfg = vfl = 1.0 m/s and, as a consequence, the flame strain rate

increases too. For this flame, the evaporation zone overlaps a smaller reaction zone (Figs. 14-15). For this flame
structure, the three methods mainly capture the production rate ˙ωYc

.
In all studied cases, it has been shown that the 2PTF tabulation method based on gaseous premixed, partially-
premixed and diffusion flames is able to correctly describe the different combustion regimes which characterize
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Figure 8. The evaporation source term
nlṁl and the gaseous temperature as
a function of the axial position of the
spray flame with Df

l = 140 µm.

Figure 9. Gaseous kerosene and
progress variable profiles as a func-
tion of the axial position of the
spray flame with Df

l = 140 µm.

Figure 10. A priori production
rate of the progress variable ω̇Yc

of the spray flame with Df
l =

140 µm.

Figure 11. The evaporation source
term nlṁl and the gaseous temperature
as a function of the axial position of the
spray flame with αf

l = 1.6 10−3.

Figure 12. Gaseous kerosene and
progress variable profiles as a func-
tion of the axial position of the
spray flame with αf

l = 1.6 10−3.

Figure 13. A priori production
rate of the progress variable ω̇Yc

of the spray flame with αf
l =

1.6 10−3.

Figure 14. The evaporation source
term nlṁl and the gaseous tempera-
ture as a function of the axial position
for the spray flame with vfg = vfl =
1.0 m/s.

Figure 15. Gaseous kerosene and
progress variable profiles as a func-
tion of the axial position for the
spray flame with vfg = vfl =
1.0 m/s.

Figure 16. A priori production
rate of the progress variable ω̇Yc

for the spray flame with vfg =

vfl = 1.0 m/s.
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the structure of he studied spray flames.

6. Conclusion
To correctly predict spray combustion, a detailed description of the chemical reaction effects is necessary. Tab-

ulation technique is an efficient technique that takes into account detailed chemistry for a reduced computational
cost. An evaluation of this approach for spray combustion has been presented in this paper. The new chemical
2PTF table, based on gaseous partially-premixed flames, is parametrized by the progress variable Yc, describing
the progress rate of the reaction, the mixture fraction Yz , denoting the local equivalence ratio, and the scalar dis-
sipation rate χ∗, which identifies the combustion regime, i.e. χ∗ = 0 for premixed flames whereas the maximum
values correspond to diffusion flames. Results have been initially compared to those of the classical tabulated
chemistry PFT and DFT on gaseous flames using a priori and a posteriori techniques. Then, the tabulated method
performances have been investigated a priori on spray flames for different droplet diameter, liquid volume fraction
and injection velocity values. In all tested cases, the 2PTF tabulation method better describes the flame structure
compared to the classical techniques based on a single archetypal flamelets and it is more adequate for counterflow
spray flames.
Nevertheless, the 2PTF method has to be validated on more test cases varying the injection temperature. Moreover,
variations of fresh mixture enthalpy are expected to have an important role on spray ßames and their integration in
the 2PTF table has to be deeply investigated.
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